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 Distinguished Lecture on Economics in

 Government

 Reflections on Managing Global

 Integration

 Lawrence H. Summers

 he language of public policy is increasingly the language of economics,

 and sophisticated policy formulation depends to an ever greater extent on

 an understanding of economic concepts. Over the last six years I have
 spent at the U.S. Department of the Treasury, I have had the chance to be present

 when concepts ranging from "superlative price indices" to "multiple equilibrium"

 to "the liquidity trap" to "dynamic hedging" to "shadow pricing" were discussed

 with the President of the United States. Where it was once the case that the

 president's Council of Economic Advisers waged a lonely battle for "good" eco-

 nomics in the federal government, today first-rate economists staff departments

 ranging from Treasury to Labor to Commerce to Justice to the Environmental

 Protection Agency, and they hold line as well as advisory positions.

 While academic interlopers serving as political appointees (like myself) may

 get a majority of the attention, a majority of the greater economic literacy of

 government policy in areas ranging from tax policy to telecommunications policy,

 from monetary policy to manpower policy, from financial policy to forestry policy,

 is the result of the steady perseverance of career government economists.

 As remarkable as the penetration of economics and economists into the

 American government has been, their penetration into even higher levels of

 governments around the world is even more notable. A decade ago, Mexican

 President Zedillo was a practicing monetary economist in the Bank of Mexico. Two

 recent Italian Prime Ministers-Romano Prodi and Lamberto Dini-have distin-

 guished records as economic thinkers. Lest anyone think all those trained in

 economics think alike, Russian Prime Minister Primakov holds a doctorate in

 political economy. There are too many examples to catalogue of economists at the

 level of finance minister and central bank governor: consider the influence of

 * Lawrence H. Summers is Deputy Secretary of the U.S. Department of the Treasury,

 Washington, D.C.
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 Berkeley-trained economists in Indonesia, the Chicago alumni in Chile, the MIT

 and Harvard graduates who have played such a large role over the last decade in

 Mexico and Argentina, or the historic changes wrought by Mahomon Singh as

 India's finance minister.

 Any doubt I might have had about the globalization of economic thinking was

 shattered when I met with Chinese Premier Zhu Rhongi in early 1997 in the same

 pavilion where Chairman Mao had received foreign visitors. After being offered a

 Diet Coke, I was asked a variety of searching questions about the possible use of put

 options in defending a currency, and how they might best be structured.

 It is perhaps good that economic thinking has globalized, because the chal-

 lenge of managing international economic integration may be the preeminent new

 challenge facing economic policymakers around the world, and as important as any

 other political challenge facing the world's diplomats. Of course, international

 integration has many aspects-trade, capital flows, multinational corporations,

 policy spillovers, and so on. But I think that international integration in all its forms

 poses some common dilemmas, and it is these that I want to concentrate on here.

 In considering this topic I will emphasize the interplay of economic reasoning

 and economic policy-making, highlighting both those areas where the world would

 be a much better place if the polity understood basic economics, and those areas

 where textbook economics omits what are legitimately key parts of the policy

 problem. In research, one simplifies a problem to make it tractable, and then either

 works on it until a satisfactory solution is found, or abandons it if it is too hard. By

 contrast, policymakers cannot abstract from awkward aspects of reality; they have

 timetables set by external conditions and they cannot abandon hard problems.

 There is the further difference that policymakers-unlike academics-must often

 make their decisions in the public spotlight, with the knowledge that others'

 reactions to their actions may have a major effect on the outcome.

 Much has been said about globalization and economic integration. I want to

 address five subjects here. The first is the extent of global integration that has taken

 place and that lies in prospect. The second is the broad case for economic

 integration and why domestic and global efforts to promote that case have not been

 more successful. The third is the challenge to policymakers that is posed by what I

 have called the "economic integration trilemma"-the difficulty of combining the

 three goals of greater economic integration, proper public economic management

 and national sovereignty in a world in which any one of these goals can conflict with

 the other two. Fourth, I want to reflect on some of the policy implications of

 increased integration in one area that has been highlighted by the crises in Asia,

 Russia and elsewhere: the international capital market. Finally, I will offer some

 concluding observations about the special role for the United States as the world's

 only economic superpower in managing global integration.

 Global Integration: Past, Present and Future

 Some time ago, I visited Mozambique-by some measures the world's poorest

 country-to discuss issues relating to debt relief. Seated at a lunch with the local
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 Lawrence H. Summers 5

 business community, I inquired of the person next to me how business was. He

 responded, "Pretty good-but I am worried about the future." When I asked why,

 he explained that he was the monopoly Internet provider in Mozambique but

 feared that competition was coming and would erode his profits. That story

 captures the main forces driving global integration: technology, the growing faith

 in markets, and the growing connection between poorer and richer nations.

 Spurred both by technology and the successive reduction in various kinds of

 barriers, trade flows worldwide have increased a good deal faster than global output

 in recent decades. Feenstra (1998) has described the "disintegration" of the pro-

 duction process that has accompanied increased market integration, with compa-

 nies increasingly finding it profitable to allocate different links of the value chain

 across a range of countries. Some sense of the magnitude of this shift can be

 gleaned from the growing share of imports in the intermediate inputs of large

 manufacturers. In the American textiles, apparel and foot-wear sector, for example,

 the ratio of imported to domestic intermediate inputs has roughly doubled since

 the early 1970s, to 13 percent, and it is now 60 percent or more in Canada and

 Germany.

 At the same time there has also been rising trade in many services, with

 information technology dramatically expanding the "boundaries of tradability"

 (World Bank, 1995). For example, some domestic airlines now answer reservations

 calls in the Caribbean to reduce labor costs. Many leading international computer

 and software companies have set up software design and production operations in

 the Indian state of Bangalore-to the point where India is estimated to have

 captured more than one-tenth of the global market for customized software.

 Depending on just what measures are used, cross-border capital flows have also

 been rising much faster-perhaps 10 percentage points faster- each year than

 global output. The number of countries that can be said to be part of the global

 capital market is likewise far larger today than it was at the beginning of the 1990s.

 To be sure, as a number of authors such as Obstfield (1998) have noted, it is

 easy to overdo the novelty of globalization as a phenomenon. In important respects

 we are, as Rodrik (1998) puts it, simply going back to the future. The dark years

 between 1914-1950 saw a literal disintegration of the world economy, as govern-

 ments actively sought to inhibit integration for a host of economic and political

 reasons. The pre-World War I economy was, to many present-day noneconomists,

 surprisingly integrated. Trade shares for a number of countries including the

 United States were not so different in 1890 and 1990.

 While gross capital flows are today very large, as Feenstra (1998) points out, the

 20th century has not seen net capital flows on the scale of Britain's steady capital

 exports of 7 percent of GDP at the end of the last century. The passport, and its

 resulting inhibition to free labor mobility, is a 20th century innovation. Indeed,

 Williamson (1998) shows how much of the very significant factor price convergence

 that occurred in the earlier integration era was driven by emigration rather than

 international trade.

 Against this, however, must be weighed the strong sense that late 20th century

 integration is fundamentally "thicker" than the earlier variant. In 1900, importers
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 from China had very limited scope for imposing precise product specifications on

 Chinese producers. Investors had even less scope to exercise corporate control.

 Brad De Long has called this "low bandwidth globalization," which might be

 contrasted with today's increasingly "high bandwidth" integration. Customers can

 now impose very detailed demands on producers; investors are in a position to

 exercise long-distance corporate oversight; and modern telecommunications can

 transmit not only frequent messages, but in a sense, entire cultures across the globe

 at the touch of a keyboard.

 Perhaps the correct assessment of these conflicting considerations is that the

 potential of modern technology to promote integration has not been fully realized.

 This idea receives support from remarkable recent research on intra-national trade,

 using data on intra-provincial Canadian trade (summarized in Helliwell, 1998).

 This suggests that differing regions of national economies are far, far more inte-

 grated than comparably sized, comparably distant regions separated by a national

 border. Helliwell finds that adjusting for scale and distance, trade between Cana-

 dian provinces was 17 times as great as between Canadian provinces and American

 states in 1988 and still about 12 times as great after the implementation of the free

 trade agreements.

 This is not merely an econometric curiosity. Trade between Ontario and

 Washington state is only one-twelfth as large as trade between Ontario and

 British Colombia-even though the economy of Washington state is one-third

 larger than that of British Colombia. Using less satisfactory data, Helliwell

 (1998) also finds very substantial (though smaller) border effects within the

 European Union. Helliwell's data further suggest that the impact of the U.S.-

 Canada border, a border about as permeable as exists between nations, has an

 even greater effect on limiting flows of services, capital and migration than it

 does on the flow of goods.

 To some extent, the results must reflect that much economic activity depends

 on social networks and these are more common where there are ties of nationality

 and language than where there are not. At a minimum, these results should give

 pause to those who proclaim that we have reached a borderless world, or the end

 of the nation-state. Even with the most far-reaching of free trade agreements, there

 is likely to be a considerable gap between reality and the free trade model. On

 the other hand, the corollary to these arguments is that there is probably vastly

 more potential for increased international economic integration than is usually

 recognized, and that if and when technology, communications, politics, and cul-

 tural convergence reduce the national border effects, international forces coming

 from very different economies-with very different relative income levels-will

 operate much more strongly on national economic policy-making than they do

 today.

 To summarize: international economic integration has been an increasingly

 powerful and penetrating force in recent decades, and there is good reason to

 think that, barring catastrophe, there will be scope for much more integration in

 the future. This raises the question of how it should be managed.
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 Reflections on Managing Global Integration 7

 Managing Economic Integration

 Managing-and selling-integration poses a range of difficult issues in today's

 domestic and international environment. It might, then, be worthwhile recalling

 why it is worth the effort.

 Economists, perhaps, need not be reminded of the benefits of open markets,

 free trade and economic integration. Fundamentally, the case for free trade is the

 case for the market system. The benefits come in the form of greater realization of

 the efficiencies available from specialization, from more rapid technology transfer

 and more productive allocation of resources, from comparative advantage, and

 from the spur of competition. They show up in higher rates of economic growth,

 leading to higher wages and higher returns to capital, leading to higher standards

 of living.

 A recent tangible example of the economic benefits of more open trade was

 provided by the conclusion of the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on

 Tariffs and Trade in 1994. While the precise figures are open to question, the

 liberalization of trade resulting from this agreement is projected to generate global

 income gains of perhaps $200 billion a year when fully implemented-or close to

 1 percent of global output (Martin and Winters, 1995).

 Sachs and Warner (1995) have provided even more striking evidence of the

 long-term benefits of trade. Analyzing the performance of nearly 120 countries

 between 1970 and 1989, they find that open developing economies grew nearly 3

 percentage points faster than closed ones during the period. Notably, they also

 found strong evidence for conditional convergence of poor countries with richer

 ones within the group of open economies-but none at all for the closed econo-

 mies. The very positive effect of openness remained, even after accounting for

 other factors, such as the level of investment and educational attainment, consid-

 ered critical for growth.

 Another set of arguments is more political-having to do with the claim that

 economic integration engenders greater political stability and reduced potential

 for conflict. This argument needs to be made with some care, since economic

 growth, in itself, does not necessarily imply stability. With numerous caveats, Alesina

 et al. (1996) find some link between low growth and dramatic government shifts,

 such as coups d'etat. But it is also true that economic success, and resulting changes

 in the balance of power, have often fueled conflict when there has been nothing to

 give countries a stake in each others' development. Consider the American-Cuban

 war of 1898, or the economic rise, and increasing belligerence, ofJapan in the years

 prior to World War II.

 This is where integration comes in. The fact that Japan's dramatic postwar

 development-and the more recent expansion of other Asian economies-has

 been achieved without the bloodshed we saw in the first half of century, despite the

 simmering ethnic conflicts in these economies, speaks to the steady progress which

 these economies have made toward openness and integration. Since 1985, fully half

 of Japan's foreign investments are estimated to have been made in Asia. To put it
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 8 Journal of Economic Perspectives

 another way, as Tom Friedman notes- only half in jest-no two countries with a

 McDonalds have ever fought a war.

 In recent years, some have looked to early 20th century Europe as a counter-

 example to the argument that integration fosters trade. Then, as now, trade

 accounted for upwards of 30 percent of the larger European economies' national

 income, and a very large share of that trade was with each other. However, there is

 a distinguished literature-tracing at least as far back as Schumpeter (1939)-

 arguing that war occurred, not because Europe had been becoming more inte-

 grated, but because it was not integrated enough. Trade and investment were

 rising. But this was despite the strongly protectionist outlook of most countries-

 notably Germany and Austria-Hungary, who had turned back to protectionism in

 the aftermath of the 1870s depression. Britain and a few of the smaller European

 economies pursued free trade. But most of the rest of Europe, particularly central

 Europe and their largest outside trading partner, the United States, were still highly

 mercantilist in their approach.

 A broader, related explanation for Europe's descent into war-especially

 relevant to my purpose here-was the absence of political or institutional under-

 pinnings for integration. Many things helped forge a new, more stable era in

 Europe in the years following World War II. But a critical factor was the economic

 vision shown by a few on both sides of the Atlantic, a vision that supported

 increased economic integration, critically supported by institutions to foster coop-

 erative resolution of conflicts and mutual trust-such as NATO, the Bretton Woods

 institutions and the institutions of the (now) European Union. This is also a vision

 that the United States has sought to promote globally in its support for entities such

 as the World Trade Organization and the Organization for Economic Cooperation

 and Development.

 I belabor slightly the economic and broader benefits of economic integration

 because the arguments I have made differ from the ones usually used in political

 debate about trade. (For reasons of space, they are also not the ones that will

 generally be included in economic textbooks.1) In political debates, it sometimes

 seems that the main arguments for open markets and free trade are the mercantilist

 ones. Thus, the volume of exports and the jobs they create are normally stressed,

 and the impression is left that imports are a bad, job-destroying force.

 The truth is that in a flexible economy in which aggregate demand is being

 managed to optimize an inflation-unemployment tradeoff, trade policies will not

 affect the quantity of jobs-only their sectoral composition. In most economies,

 most of the time, adding exportjobs and subtracting importjobs raises the average

 1 Such a text would record a number of qualifications to the case given here: the argument for
 reciprocity; the risk that pre-existing economic distortions may be exacerbated by opening up; and the

 types of market imperfections and first-mover advantages that are implicit in infant industry arguments.

 These cannot be dismissed out of hand; especially given the political context in which trade negotiations

 must be pursued. But of course, the same textbook would also record a very important amplification of

 the case, along the lines that when the door is opened to government trade barriers, there will be an

 overwhelming tendency toward rent-seeking and other activities that will end up retarding domestic

 growth.
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 Lawrence H. Summers 9

 standard of living. Moreover, imports have important benefits, including lower

 consumer prices, greater competitiveness for producers who use imported inputs,

 and downward pressure on inflation.

 In the face of all the strong and various arguments in favor of integrating, the

 question has long been why the world has not made more progress in promoting

 integration? The traditional, very important reason why such progress is resisted

 comes down to basic political economy. The losers know who they are and organize,

 and winners do not know who they are and cannot and do not organize. In part,

 this is because producers organize much more easily than consumers. But it can

 also be traced to the natural human tendency to internalize the good news and

 externalize the bad. How many people doing a mediocre job, at a badly managed

 firm, nonetheless blame their layoff on foreign competition? How many people,

 when offered a raise or promotion because they were the best alternative in a

 labor-short region following a surge of export demand, assign the credit to open

 international markets, rather than considering it to be a deserved reward to their

 own skill?

 Clearly, then, public education on these points continues to be a critical task

 for the economically literate, one with important stakes for our national well-being.

 But I am convinced that it is not the whole answer, either to making integration

 acceptable or to making it work.

 The Integration Trilemma

 It may be that the largest and most important difference between the global-

 ization we have seen in recent decades and that of the 19th century is that the

 international economic integration of today impinges on the activities of govern-

 ment to a much greater degree than it did then-in large part because modern

 governments themselves are doing so much more.

 Consider several examples. Governments today tax and regulate a vastly larger

 share of economic activity than they did a century ago, but find themselves

 increasingly fearful in a world of international integration that economic activity

 will move to jurisdictions with lower levels of taxes and regulations. Governments

 today have taken on an obligation to maintain macroeconomic and financial

 stability, but when they use countercylical monetary or fiscal policy, they find that

 exchange rates move in ways that may strengthen or weaken their intended policy.

 As Barry Eichengreen (1997) has argued, under the gold standard, governments

 were insulated from domestic politics and were free to take whatever steps were

 needed to defend their currency pegs. Modern governments are not so insulated,

 either from domestic politics or the reactions of international markets.

 More broadly, governments today have accepted far more responsibility than

 they did a century ago for the economic and social conditions of their populations,

 raising difficult questions for a more integrated world. Dani Rodrik (1997) has

 raised the right and difficult question. United States laws prevent workers from

 being driven out of their jobs by other American workers willing to work 12 hours
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 10 Journal of Economic Perspectives

 a day, accept subminimum wages, or forego basic rights to organize. How should

 they react to not being protected from foreign workers who are willing to accept

 these things?

 During his campaign for the presidency in 1992, Bill Clinton, recognizing

 these conflicts, laid considerable stress on the close connections between interna-

 tional economic policy, on the one hand, and traditional domestic and foreign

 policies on the other. The creation of a National Economic Council inside the

 White House, akin to the existing National Security Council, to coordinate United

 States international and domestic economic policy was a structural innovation in

 American government designed to strengthen recognition of these linkages.

 International economic integration is a good thing, and it is in the U.S.

 national interest. But it raises tensions with other good things. In the view of most

 of us, public management of the economy is a good thing in helping stabilize and

 regulate economic activity and in providing some degree of social insurance to

 citizens. So also, in the view of most us, is sovereignty a good thing. We do not just

 want regulation and a government that can provide social insurance: we want the

 relevant choices to be made by our government officials, who are elected by our

 country's citizens, and for whom our interests are paramount.

 Every country and every supporter of integration faces the challenge of over-

 coming the special interest with the general interest. These arguments point up a,

 if not the, broad task of international political economy in the years ahead. That is,

 reconciling as well as possible the three goals of greater economic integration,

 proper public economic management, and national sovereignty-or the "econom-

 ic integration trilemma."

 Reconciling any two of the objectives is easy if little weight is given to the third.

 Thus, traditional conservative economists like Milton Friedman resolve the inte-

 gration trilemma by stressing the benefits of integration and the necessity of

 national sovereignty. They recognize that in a world of capital mobility, this means

 that governments' capacity to tax capital or to regulate industry is likely to be

 eroded as jurisdictions are pitted against one another. Often, they see this conse-

 quence as a benefit. Similarly, they often welcome an erosion of the capacity to

 carry out discretionary macroeconomic policy. The logic here is exactly that of

 American debates about the role of federal vs. state and local government policies,

 with conservatives favoring more power being assigned to the states who will

 experiment and compete against each other.

 Modern protectionists often resolve the integration trilemma by emphasizing

 sovereignty and the need for public management at the expense of integration.

 Indeed, rather than emphasizing the traditional benefits of protection, their argu-

 ment is couched heavily in terms of integration's corrosive effect on the public

 sector's ability to set and enforce regulatory standards, and on the benefits that

 integration conveys to mobile rich capitalists. Ralph Nader would be the best-

 known example. But this strain of thought is not confined to the usual suspects.

 Among economists, Paul Krugman (1998a) and Jagdish Bhagwati (1998) have

 argued for constraints on capital flows on the grounds that they permit more

 domestically congenial monetary policies in countries facing financial strains.
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 Reflections on Managing Global Integration 11

 A third group of what might be called "internationalist utopians" resolve the

 trilemma by emphasizing integration and public action in return for significant

 intrusions on sovereignty. Outside of the ivory tower, there are perhaps few idealists

 in this sense who would surrender authority to a world government. But at the

 continental level, it is precisely this approach that has animated the European

 Union project over the last several decades. Monetary union is only the most recent

 example of a measure which promotes European integration and preserves public

 management by reducing national sovereignty. National sovereignty across Europe

 in setting trade and all manner of regulatory policies has likewise been ceded

 steadily to Brussels in recent years.

 For those who favor all three positions-economic integration, public eco-

 nomic management, and national sovereignty-none of these positions are com-

 fortable. In what kind of compromise can one take refuge? Three kinds of ap-

 proach present themselves.

 First, and most promising, is to pursue integration in those areas where the

 conflicts are less obvious-and where there is the greatest willingness to cede power

 to international institutions-because there is substantial technical agreement on

 what needs to be done and issues of values are less paramount. Thus, for example,

 there is more international agreement on questions like air safety standards and

 bank capital requirements than on questions like tax rules and labor standards.

 A second approach-following on from the first-centers around using per-

 suasion as a substitute for impinging on sovereignty. Time and again we see this at

 work in the attempt to finesse sovereignty problems by highlighting the national

 benefits of internationally congenial behavior. Thus, G-7 macroeconomic cooper-

 ation is premised on the idea that nations pursue, and should pursue, their own

 interests, but that peer pressure can often be constructive in inducing them

 properly to pursue their own interests. American labor rights and intellectual

 property advocates both seek to argue that the national interest of other countries

 coincides with American interests in protecting workers from unfair competition

 and upholding intellectual property rights. As discussed below, the recent enthu-

 siasm for codes of good practice in areas like fiscal and monetary transparency and

 financial supervision reflect a similar impulse (Brown, 1998; IMF, 1998).

 The third option-where broader agreement or conviction is lacking-is to

 pursue integration at sub-global levels. The European Union is only the most

 obvious example. Traditional trade theory views sub-global integration with some

 suspicion, emphasizing that regional trade agreements may create trade within the

 bloc at the cost of diverting trade from outside the bloc. But the appeal of such

 regional measures to policymakers has been increasingly evident over the last

 decade-as witnessed, for example, in the dramatic growth of the Mercosur com-

 mon market agreement in Latin America. Part of the motivation is political: to

 solidify ties between neighbors. But an important element must also be the greater

 desire to pursue integration among like-minded countries that will more fully

 harmonize other aspects of national policies. Thus, where traditional trade theories

 emphasize that the benefits of integration are greatest where national economies

 differ most, the European Union has found accession issues most difficult with
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 countries, such as Turkey, that are the most different from existing members. One

 could make the same point contrasting the U.S. experience negotiating and

 ratifying a free trade agreement with Canada with that of later expanding the

 agreement to include Mexico.

 Where does this leave us? The world does not stand still. Continuing improve-

 ments in technology, increasing skill levels in developing countries, the spread of

 cross-border organizations-all of these are operating to increase global integra-

 tion. This brings enormous benefits, but inevitably it also circumscribes govern-

 ments' ability to correct market failures. Perhaps most significantly, just at the time

 that integration may be increasing the desire for policies that insure citizens, it may

 also be making important income generators more mobile, thus reducing the

 capacity for insurance and redistribution.

 The upshot is that those who believe that increasing international integration

 of economies is a good thing have to accept the concomitant obligation to press for

 more effective international efforts to insure that the public interest in correcting

 market failures is defended-and that means pursuing the strategies above, and

 perhaps others, with increasing vigor. Or to put it differently, economists want their

 fellow citizens to understand what they know about the benefits of free trade. They

 could also do well to learn what their fellow citizens know about wanting to live in

 a balanced economy managed by their elected representatives.

 The Challenge of Financial Integration

 The rising demand for better public management of global integration has

 taken on greater prominence and urgency in recent months in the wake of events

 in global financial markets. Financial disturbances have propagated nationally and

 internationally with a virulence perhaps greater than at any time in the past 50

 years. Even nations thought to be managing their economies well, such as those in

 east Asia, have seen financial disturbances wipe away years of economic progress

 and create massive economic insecurity among their citizens. Reversals of interna-

 tional capital flows have played an important role in the crises in a number of

 countries, and the international community has been called on to provide financial

 support to a number of countries on an unprecedented scale.

 Given what has happened, it is natural and appropriate that there have

 been calls at the highest political level for the reform of the international

 financial architecture. This has been a preoccupation of President Clinton and

 his administration going back to the G-7 summit in Naples in 1994. But it is fair

 to say that efforts to reform the system have now gained much greater interna-

 tional momentum.

 The integration trilemma has arisen forcefully in debating many such reforms,

 with each of the more simplistic positions outlined above finding its advocates.

 First, those less concerned with public management have been able to argue-for

 example, in the course of the 1998 debate in the United States over funding for the

 International Monetary Fund-that this core vehicle for collective intervention in
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 Lawrence H. Summers 13

 such crises should be abolished. Citing moral hazard arguments, the IMF's critics

 took the position that public management, in this case, did more harm than good.

 If there were no insurance against crises, they argued, and the markets were left to

 function freely, then the frequency and damage inflicted by crises would be

 reduced (for example, Buchanan, 1997; Shultz et al., 1998). These arguments are

 the international extension of domestic arguments against federal deposit insur-

 ance and a lender of last resort. To the extent that it is part of the aim of such

 protections to induce investors to change their behavior-in other words, not to

 panic-these arguments have a certain degree of truth. But the experience of the

 1930s is hardly encouraging regarding the stability of laissez-faire financial systems,

 be they national or international.

 Second, there are many who have sought to resolve the trilemma in this area

 by resisting the integration of national capital markets (for example, Bhagwati,

 1998). Certainly, it is clear in retrospect that capital flows to a number of emerging

 markets in the mid-1990s were excessive and dangerous to both borrowers and

 lenders. With hindsight it is also clear that various government efforts to promote

 and attract short-term capital flows-including Mexico's issuance of dollar-indexed

 domestic government debt (tesobonos), or Thailand's active encouragement of

 offshore foreign borrowing-represented a particularly risky or imbalanced form

 of integration, often backed by explicit or implicit government guarantees. How-

 ever, the correct assessment of these experiences is that they underline even more

 firmly the importance of pacing the liberalization of domestic capital markets to

 the development of adequate regulatory and supervisory capacities and a strong

 domestic financial infrastructure. It would be a tragedy if the lesson learned from

 recent events was that the flow of capital from rich to poor countries was something

 that should be prevented, rather than encouraged.

 Third, there are those who would resolve the trilemma by ceding more power

 and resources to global institutions. Thus, Henry Kaufman (1998, 1999) proposes

 a global financial regulator and George Soros a global credit insurer (1997, 1998).

 If these institutions functioned well, any one of them might have important

 beneficial effects. Indeed, the development of the U.S. Federal Reserve owes

 something to the public desire to prevent power devolving to regional banks

 presumed to be under the control of private investors. There would, however, be

 important, possibly insurmountable, questions about the capacity of such institu-

 tions to make hard decisions; for example, when it came to withholding support

 from important countries that were outside the system, in addition to the possibly

 increased risks of moral hazard. Even putting aside these practical problems, it is

 difficult, in the near future at least, to imagine nations ceding control over their

 money or their banks to an international institution or asking their taxpayers to

 support public insurance of large-scale private capital flows.

 The sovereignty problems that arise from proposals that countries share com-

 mon moneys to avoid exchange rate problems may prove equally profound, as

 discussed below. Indeed, European economic and monetary union may be the

 exception that proves the rule about the challenges of integrating national monies
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 -following as it does a half-century process in Europe of developing integrated

 political and economic institutions.

 The challenge for policy-making in the financial area is to find solutions that

 can navigate between these impractical extremes to build a stronger global finan-

 cial market. All three of the approaches outlined earlier have been evident.

 First, activity has focused on promoting changes that can be portrayed as

 technical and directly in the economic interest of individual countries-notably

 steps to increase the transparency of domestic and international financial markets.

 If one were writing a history of the American capital markets, I would suggest that

 the single most important innovation that has helped make it as successful as it is

 today was the idea of generally accepted accounting principles. La Porta et al.

 (1997) provide broader support for these kinds of reforms with the finding that

 countries with stronger, more transparent systems of investor protection have

 larger and deeper domestic capital markets. It is increasingly recognized that

 establishing these kinds of rules and institutions-including effective systems of

 corporate governance and property rights, and transparent, universally accepted

 accounting standards-in both the public and private sector is a win-win for the

 global economy, and for individual nations.

 Recent events have also produced broader agreement across nations on the

 kind of transparency that counts. For example, the IMF's Special Data Dissemina-

 tion Standards, which have encouraged much greater transparency of official data

 among those countries that sign up to follow them, will soon be expanded to

 include much better data on national foreign exchange liabilities, including central

 bank forward obligations and the broader liabilities of the public, financial and

 corporate sectors. A better sense of these liabilities might well have triggered alarm

 bells sooner in many of the economies hit by crisis in 1997 and 1998. Another area

 for reform, also exploiting the broad areas of international agreement that exist in

 this area, involves improved financial regulation in the emerging economies. In the

 wake of the recent crises, most now agree that the supervisory and broader financial

 infrastructure in a number of emerging nations had kept pace neither with the

 rapid development of their domestic economy nor with global financial markets.

 Countries' own recognition of the need to put better systems in place, and a

 relatively broad consensus on what such systems look like, have in turn greatly eased

 the path of international reform.

 However, even in these areas we have seen the friction between global ends

 and national, sovereign means. Common standards and principles will achieve little

 if countries and institutions do not implement them, and experience suggests that

 the lag between words and deeds can be long indeed. This leads us on to the path

 of more effective persuasion.

 There are a range of potential incentive mechanisms for inducing countries to

 do the right thing. Perhaps most straightforward, there have been collective efforts

 to develop codes and standards of conduct to make it as easy as possible for

 countries to catch up to the curve. For exarnple, the Basle Committee and the

 International Organization of Securities Commissions have developed core princi-

 ples that can serve as a blueprint for efforts to improve financial supervision and
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 regulation at the domestic level. This approach will shortly be expanded with the

 OECD's development of similar sets of principles for sound corporate governance

 (Bank of International Settlements, 1998). However, given the collective global

 stake in timely prevention of crises there will undoubtedly be a need for creative

 thinking about more powerful inducements; for example, the use of enhanced

 disclosure requirements to strengthen the disciplining effects of the markets them-

 selves. We will also need to build on recent steps to improve cooperation among the

 international financial institutions and upgrade their financial sector capability so

 that they are better able to advise and apply pressure on countries direcdly.

 All of these kinds of improvements are essentially focused on better preventing

 crises. But recent events have equally pointed up the need for more effective means

 of responding to them. This poses perhaps the thorniest issues for the international

 community; not merely because there is less broad agreement on the right solution,

 but because externally imposed solutions will inevitably come up against concerns

 of national sovereignty.

 Strong national policies are by far the most important element in resolving any

 crisis. But nearly all now accept that external, conditioned finance can make an

 important difference, by giving countries financial breathing space to implement

 reforms. The trick will be to have mechanisms to provide that finance in sufficient

 quantities-in a world of vastly increased volumes of global capital-without weak-

 ening the incentive of governments or investors to change their ways.

 Several recent developments have greatly increased the IMF's capacity to

 manage this difficult balance. In the fall of 1997, the IMF created the Supplemen-

 tary Reserve Facility at the initiative of the United States and Japan. This marked a

 fundamental change in the terms and conditions of IMF lending, with larger

 volumes of money provided, but on a shorter-term basis, at premium rates of

 interest. This gives countries with maximum incentive to seek alternative, private

 sources of finance and repay loans as quickly as possible. Following this innovation,

 a growing proportion of IMF lending-some 40 percent in 1998-is being pro-

 vided on these kinds of terms. The recently developed IMF contingent credit line

 for countries suffering market contagion will involve similar terms.

 These types of mechanisms can help fulfill the global need to contain poten-

 tially contagious panics, but the conditionality that must accompany such support

 almost inevitably comes into conflict with the goal of national sovereignty. The

 controversies that have arisen in Asia and other troubled economies in the wake of

 IMF support programs have been vivid testament to the difficult balance involved.

 In providing support, it is clear that national sovereignty should be respected,

 politics should be understood, and the provision of support should not engender

 a backlash against its providers. Yet these criteria have always to be balanced against

 the global (and domestic) need for credible policies that will contain the crisis,

 reduce the risk of future crisis and increase confidence.

 In Asia, problems related to "crony capitalism" were at the heart of the crisis,

 which was why structural reforms were deemed to be a major part of the IMF's

 solution. On the other hand, many of the citizens in recipient countries had an

 understandably negative response to outside intervention in what many considered
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 to be domestic political decisions-for example, about the scale and nature of

 domestic social safety nets. Increasingly, the design of such programs will need to

 make a clear distinction between, on the one hand, those steps that are necessary

 to stop a crisis and those reforms that are merely desirable.

 Given the difficulties that crises-and global solutions to crises- can present,

 it is perhaps not surprising that a number of countries have turned to considering

 a more subglobal approach. Most notable has been the growing debate in several

 Latin American countries about the option of dollarization-that is, explicifly using

 the U.S. dollar as the currency standard.

 This possibility raises a number of competing considerations. On one side,

 there will be those who will point to undoubted advantages that dollarization would

 offer to countries that have lived so long with bouts of exchange rate volatility and

 financial crises. It is striking that dollarized Panama is the only country in Latin

 America commanding sufficient long-term economic confidence among domestic

 investors to enjoy single-digit 30-year mortgage rates. Proponents would also likely

 point to the continued premium on-and volatility of-Argentine interest rates,

 despite its currency board exchange rate system and nearly a decade of successful

 macroeconomic stabilization and reform. In principle, that premium could fall

 significantly if the dollar became legal tender in Argentina and the possibility of

 devaluation was relinquished for good.

 On the other hand, critics will note that such stability would come at a

 price: countries that chose to dollarize would be ceding permanently the

 capacity to pursue an independent monetary policy in response to domestic

 shocks. The political problems associated with this loss of domestic sovereignty

 may be even larger than the economic ones. Countries would be committing

 themselves to accepting the monetary policies of the Federal Reserve, which are

 oriented to American conditions-a step proud countries may be reluctant to

 take. It will be difficult for countries to reconcile their need for national dignity

 with the U.S. need for absolute sovereignty. I certainly do not anticipate

 Congress giving up seats on the Federal Reserve to other countries any time in

 the near future.

 A similar mix of issues will arise for the United States. On one hand, it will

 be said that a broader dollar area would contribute to American financial

 stability and bring important benefits to American business-not least, if it

 helped Latin American economies achieved faster, more sustainable growth. On

 the other hand, even if a country unilaterally decides to dollarize, there would

 be the worry that it would create an implicit obligation to support it when it got

 into trouble, or that policymakers in the country concerned would use dollar-

 ization to deflect criticism for crises onto the United States. In days gone by, a

 burning American flag was the major symbol of Latin American resentment of

 northern imperialism. Should countries prove unable to live with the con-

 straints of dollarization, it is not difficult to imagine a burning greenback taking

 its place. These competing arguments will doubtless play an important role in

 discussions of this issue going forward.
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 Concluding Remarks: The Indispensable Nation

 President Clinton (1998) has recognized very clearly the challenges described

 above. In an important address to the Council on Foreign Relations in September

 1998, he spoke of the need to work globally "to tame the cycle of boom and bust"

 just as the United States has worked to do domestically. Recognizing the signifi-

 cance of international integration, he has also said that it is the "challenge of the

 millennial generation ... to create a world trading system, attuned both to the pace

 and scope of a new global economy and to the enduring values which give direction

 and meaning to our lives."

 The challenge of managing global integration is an especially important goal

 for the United States as the world's largest, richest and strongest economy. If

 leadership in managing integration is going to come, it is likely to have to come

 from our country. Now, at a time when the U.S. economy is unprecedentedly

 strong, is a propitious time for action.

 The United States should be able to take on a role of global leadership with

 regard to international economic integration. Yet examining the political climate

 for pro- integration policies in the United States today provides serious grounds for

 concern. President Clinton has not been able to obtain negotiating authority for

 trade agreements. An increase in IMF funding was achieved only after a great

 struggle, even in face of evident financial crisis. American support for the World

 Bank and other development banks has declined during the 1990s, and we are still

 remiss with respect to our United Nations obligations.

 There are a number of reasons for this domestic ambivalence toward interna-

 tionalist economic policies. The Cold War rationale for economic integration-that

 it was a necessary ingredient of building a power base to fight global communism-

 has been removed. The popularization of politics has also probably played a role.

 I doubt that anyone focus-grouped the Marshall Plan- or that it would have fared

 well if they had. (There is a reason it was not called the Truman plan.) The power

 of concentrated narrow interests relative to broad dispersed ones is also surely

 relevant. But I suspect that perhaps the most fundamental reason is the widespread

 sense that international integration interferes with the ability of government to

 deliver the benefits the citizenry want. That is why the development of approaches

 that can reconcile economic integration, correcting market failure and sover-

 eignty-by economists and others inside and outside of government-is so pro-

 foundly important for the future.

 m This paper is an edited version of a lecture delivered by the author to a joint session of the

 Society of Government Economists and the American Economic Association at the annual

 meetings of the Allied Social Science Associations in New York City, New York, on January 4,

 1999. I am indebted to Timothy Taylor, Brad De Long Alan Krueger, Andrei Shleifer,
 Stanley Fischer, colleagues in the international financial community and to many other

 friends in academe for whatever I have learned about the subject of this lecture. My greatest

 debt is to my Treasury colleague, Stephanie Flanders, for substantial intellectual assistance in

 the preparation of this paper. I accept responsibility for any errors, and stress that views

 expressed should not be attributed to any organization with which I have been or am affiliated.
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